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INTRODUCTION TO OUR EXPERTISE

SERVICE

Fiber Com Connect (FCC) is the Expert in Telecommunications Facilities Management and Consultation.

FCC is an independent neutral telecommunications consultancy servicing property owners/developers and major funds.

FCC does not supply the internet service itself, but provide the users the opportunity to access a wide range of fast, 
world class telecommunications services. The end user has the flexibility to choose any service provider of their choice.

FCC support true Open Access and provide innovative digital strategies which will apply to each individual property 
in conjunction with all the major networks and service providers.

Our purpose is to Digitally enable commercial, retail, residential properties by creating carrier grade fiber optics 
and Wi - Fi infrastructure opportunities on an Open Access basis and to build sustainable alternate income strategies 
for the property owner in a sustainable and effective manner. 

We would like to welcome your property on board in these exciting times to allow you to extract the most from your 
investment..

FCC develop and manage a unique digital telecommunications strategy for each 
property to service its tenants:

Comply with Open Access law and Installation specifications;

“The happiness of a 
man in this life

does not consist in 
the absence

but in the mastery 
of his passions.”

Alfred Lord Tennyson
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FCC liaising directly with Open Access and service suppliers on all service requests from tenants and  
hardware installations from Wi-Fi to Towers, Rooftops and DAS;

FCC accommodate the integration of various utilities by 3rd party suppliers of choice; including inter alia 
WiFi, Analytic Platforms and Security Requirements. 

Advising the Landlord, centre managers/managing agents and to liaise and filter applications from ISP’s 
and major networks for all telecommunications related queries.

Managing ISP’s on specific network strategies and enablement of services;

Provide SLA’s, escalation and uptime management;

Leverage the FCC expertise to provide support and advisory services towards the landlord in terms of 
the technical fibre roll-out, upgrades, expansions and dynamics of the fibre network relative to the 
inside of each property;

Manage the location and access of meet-me rooms (Telecommunications rooms/areas);

Ensure the fibre network is capable to comply to any and all requirements for any additional digital  
streams the landlord may require to use for additional monetization or alternate income mediums such 
as example Wi-Fi; digital television marketing, etc.



OPEN ACCESS FIBRE CONNECTION

FCC will connect the business property to carrier grade independent open access fibre infrastructure giving 
tenants the complete freedom to choose between any service providers.
These fibre connections will lower capital and operation costs for operators & providers enabling them to 
provide telecom services at lower prices to tenants.

NEUTRAL INDEPENDENT OPEN ACCESS NETWORK PROVISIONING

To introduce the benefit of choice for an ISP between backhaul suppliers as main or diverse fibre feeds.
There are an increasing number of Open Access suppliers in South Africa, each with their respective product 
offerings towards service providers and areas of fibre coverage in the public domain. These suppliers can also 
include large Telco’s. By leveraging the resources and coverage of each backhaul supplier, FCC can reach with 
fibre, further and faster to any property.

The end customer gets the absolute best communications service and choice not only from any ISP, but 
also from any Public fibre provider – Locally (Over 411 ISP’s and growing) and Internationally. The Open 
Access model foster competition between all the providers, ensuring best uptime, value and price for the 
end users.
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Ensure that the properties are investigated by backhaul suppliers for Fiber and or Microwave feasibility. 
(On-Net / Off-Net) and to direct the network components to the relative parties for deployment;

Review and comment on planning documents and management of As-Built Information from Backhaul 
suppliers in accordance with technical specifications, and advise acceptance to the landlord and safekeeping;

Promote and enforce a single trench policy in order to protect the property and the building against 
numerous unapproved fibre installations which compromise infrastructure, security and delay future tenant 
and other installations at the property and building. 

The business premises will enjoy faster speed to market when new technologies are released.

Fiber infrastructure is available without delay instead of waiting for telecommunications operators to obtain 
budget approvals.

FCC as a single entity supplies a full turnkey Telecommunication management, maintenance and installation 
service.

Backed by leading Telco’s and Internet Service providers as they can enjoy the benefit of selling fibre  products 
to more end users.
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If the telecommunications infrastructure, in any building or precinct,  is owned by a single service provider, 
who  delivers a poor service, the end user would have a problem of being ”locked down” with limited options.

With the true Open Access solution, the infrastructure is owned by an independent infrastructure provider, 
allowing access to multiple service providers at any time and best of all from anywhere.

The key to a future proof communications infrastructure is to ensure that the business does not tie themselves 
down to a single vendor, but rather partner with an infrastructure provider that will ensure an open access 
network that can be shared by any service, content provider or mobile operator.

This is a world class telecommunications infrastructure made available to all!

The absolute benefit about a true Open Access Network (OAN) platform is that the 
end users are never locked in to just one service provider.

WHAT CAN FCC DO FOR AN ISP OR IT COMPANY?

Our objective is to design, install and maintain fibre infrastructure into multiple (FTTX) properties. These 
infrastructures can be backhauled by OAN suppliers or various carriers depending on the ISP’s relationships 
with these carriers. By supplying a multi-tenant business premises with fibre, any ISP can participate in an 
open market to compete with services to the end user without the need for fibre provisioning out of own cost 
and or project management which usually lead to high service costs for the end user.

The same would apply to an IT company as various service provider s has now access to multiple tenants, 
thus the IT company being able to provide IT services to more end users and so much faster instead of being 
limited to fibre infrastructure feasibility and time to connect an end user. 

FCC provide a pro-active fibre infrastructure enablement.

We also work closely with mainstream National Telcos when they develop products and services to meet a 
specific industry needs, like retail and office environments. 

WHY AN OPEN ACCESS NETWORK?
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Access to back bone is a great initiative for large enterprises as broadband is at its highest capacity, but can also 
be leveraged by combining fibre distribution points in business areas to a single point for example a GPON system.

With a further introduction into clever network design, FCC has managed to drop access costs even more by 
implementing a few simple cabling solutions.

Splicing is minimized where connectors are used for more flexibility in future moves, ads, changes or tenant 
installations. Cables between buildings can be bought with double jackets, so cables can run continuously 
between buildings. Patch panels also give more flexibility between moves, ads, changes or tenant installations.

FCC BRIDGE THE GAP FOR HIGH ACCESS BUILT COSTS

FCC can provide that fibre installations are made available at highly competitive rates, compared to any 
other network supplier. We have over a decade of the latest fibre implementation experience.

Most network suppliers are dependent on project management whereby several master and subcontractors 
are appointed on a basic one size fits all property solution.

This approach is chasing access costs extremely high as oppose to being strategic and affordable for any small 
to medium enterprise requesting service and ISP’s that wish to sell services through the last mile.

It is becoming merely impossible for ISP’s to recoup capital costs associated with high access build costs.

This fresh approach
is a revolution in the
telecommunications
industry
of South Africa.
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 Provide environmentally low impact designs that is shareable, thus eliminating Proliferation of fiber  
 infrastructure.

 Design telecoms infrastructure in least disruptive manner to clients while adding value to property  
 on a unique strategic level. 

 Meet each property’s aesthetic requirements and do not visually detract.

 Meet each end client’s voice/data requirements and attracting them to these fibre reticulated   
            buildings.

 Alternate Income.

PROPERTY TELECOMMUNICATION LAW

The installation of fibre and wireless communication systems has become an essential part of the offering in 
shopping centres and competing network service providers incentivies with this income share proposals.

Fibre optic installations are regulated by inter alia the constitution (Link Africa case), the Electronic 
Communications Act (36 of 2008) and the Competitions Act (89 of 1998). All persons are entitled to connectivity, 
the creation of an open access basis of electronic communication and the prevention of anti-competitive 
business practices.

Riddled with IT and tech terminology, a variety of business models are currently presented and we were surprised 
to find how many owners conclude agreements without being independently advised (both by IT and legal 
experts) of the potential risks and exposure associated with some of the propositions. Some of the elements in 
the agreements are allowing preffered network suppliers to install fibre in a “single trench”; various models of 
income share; enhancing of tenants and visitors connectivity with associated benifits; data analytics and the 
introduction of decentralised data centres.

The Introduction of an exclusive network services supplier to the exclusion of other suppliers in the captured 
enviroment such as shopping centres will undoubtedly result in an enquiry by the Competition Commision and/or 
ICASA the authority in terms of the Electronic Communications Act.

With out Advising against the introduction of a single network services provider, some aspects to consider are.

Five key points for the installation of the Open Access Network to the business 
premises:

FCC IS DEDICATED TO

Limiting the owner’s liability however bearing in mind that an indeminity may not be enforceable in the 
event of a statutory penalty in respect of an uncompetitive business practice.

The creation of a “partnership” or “co-ownership” between the owner and a network service provider
or reflecting this in leases may, in the event of a failure in connectivity or service, result in
claims or counterclaims against owners which can compromise the rental income stream.
This alternate model must remain sterile and ring-fenced from all lease income. 



Experience
FCC has more than a decade’s  experience in the fibre industry.

Market
FCC understands the broader fibre telecommunication market and understands how each company interacts 
with the various users and suppliers of this system, thus being able to continuously identify opportunities for 
alternate income.

Marketing
FCC brings new solutions to the market and markets these solutions to various users, suppliers and Telco’s by 
means of analysing market trends and incorporating our solutions with corporate business strategies. 
In this effort we maintain a healthy flow of business interest into the fibre network we installed, keeping annuity 
income at a growing pace.

Maintenance
FCC is dedicated to supply continues maintenance on the fibre network. Many business owners still deal with the 
constant hassle of poor installation done by previous telecommunications suppliers. There is usually little to nothing that 
landlords can do to force a supplier to maintain a telecommunications installation without proper agreements, 
especially when tenants have moved out or relocated. Unreliable connectivity can impact leasing in a highly competitive 
market and can become a major  capital layout  for the landlord. Our aim is to design installations with low and 
limited intrusive maintenance with effective contractual arrangements. 

Management
FCC is dedicated to manage the entire telecommunications infrastructure and can advise and lead where 
required, thus reducing or eliminating frustrations experienced on growing telecommunications infrastructure 
needs and requests.

Quality
FCC comply with implemented quality assurance and standards introduced into the construction industry and as 
per SLA requirements, all in accordance with Tier 1 design and specification.

FCC VALUE PROPOSITION

This model indicates a typical layout of the internal reticulation which FCC will supply to connect tenants with a 
fiber cable (in Red). The Green route is provided by the relevant Open Access Service provider from outside to a 
central distribution point within the building or at the entrance of an Office Park.

INTERNAL FIBER DISTRIBUTION

CONNECTION TO OUTSIDE
ALTERNATE ROUTE

FIBER DISTRIBUTION POINT

CONNECTION TO OUTSIDE
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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS

1. Question: How many property companies does FCC manage on this basis that are operational? 

Answer: To date FCC have contracted with 6 property funds to their respective portfolios. For ad-hoc connections, 
FCC is currently funding the Open Access infrastructure and where the property owners elect, they provide the 
capex for the fibre installation.

2. Question: How many buildings in total utilize the service. 

Answer: To date, 81 buildings consisting of Retail, Commercial, Industrial and Residential.

3. Question: Has FCC have the ability to service the properties countrywide. 

Answer: Yes, by utilizing our nationally appointed fibre installation teams for the build and maintenance and 
major networks to manage the infrastructures on an open access basis from Teraco. Our management team 
range between Gauteng and Cape Town taking care of all the KPI’s.

FCC’s management has been involved with implementation for more than 12 years on various national projects 
for service delivery to all the major networks in SA. 

Some projects included the design and implementation of the DFA NGN (next generation network) across RSA; 
The Neotel long haul access network between major Teraco facilities including JHB to DBN, CPT, PE; Connecting 
fibre to over 12 000 buildings and 36 000km of fibre nationally. Linking South Africa with all neighbouring 
countries. Designed the Open Access layer in Tanzania and Malawi for government institutions. Designed and 
implemented the 4G fibre enabled network in Limpopo province for Vodacom and many more large-scale projects 
nationally and Internationally.

4. Question: A concern that property owners have is that new businesses in technology may have exponential    
    growth for an initial period. What guarantees are their if service levels degrade? 

Answer: The following role players are involved.

      Fibre back haul suppliers with whom FCC conclude a service agreement in their capacity as consultant to       
      the landlord. In terms of these agreements, service levels are recorded so that they remain measurable and 
      failure to comply is met with sanctions. These sanctions may include penalties and in severe cases termination 
      of the agreement.

      Tenants  as end users with their selected ISP’s where  performance will be market driven.   

5. Question: What type of an escape is there if the parties are dissatisfied with the arrangement? 

Answer: The Termination of an agreement must be linked to agreed service levels or performances as per 
contractual processes. Breach, Remedy notes must be updated to include the required steps. Each contract is 
negotiated individually, sometimes per building,  and terms are included to disengage in the event of a serious 
breach. 

6. Question: Some property owners are not sure how it works in practice, some property owners ask, “how do  
    they ensure that agreed service levels or performances as per contractual processes are adhered to?”.

Answer: These performances and service levels will be enforced on a back to back basis from the end users, to 
their appointed internet service providers to the internet service providers backhaul provider/s. FCC will manage 
the appointment of one or several backhaul providers delivering the layer 2 service from the main data centre at 
Teraco. FCC will only allow carrier grade fibre optic connectivity to the properties to ensure proper 
interconnection, diversity and SLA delivery to ensure maximum take-up by ISP’s.
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THE PROCESS

      FCC and Property owner meet to discuss objectives and commercials.

      After signing the FCC Fibre infrastructure management agreement, FCC will conduct site surveys to establish 
      the required elements to meet the objectives.

      FCC will produce the relevant strategies and provide some to the landlord for review.

      Upon final acceptance, FCC will implement and maintain the required strategy for the agreed period.

DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY DRIVE BROADBAND GROWTH
National Fibre infrastructure increase with 47% per annum – Vodacom CEO 

Broadband growth: 2016 = 44%
                                 2020 = 58%

Average number of network devices and connections per person: 
                                 2016 = 2,3
                                 2020 = 3,5

Global IP Traffic increase: 2016 to 2020 = 24% increase

Average fixed broadband speed increase: 2016 to 2020 = 24% increase (Ref – Openserve)

ISP’s are on the sharp increase with value added products such as the new IOT (Internet of Things) development. 
Properties are becoming “Digitally Smart”.

The true Open Access Fiber Network will be future proof and scalable. The Network will also be able to accommodate 
any and all backhaul providers for future into the meet-me rooms.

Fiber speed will depend on the equipment that service providers install at their Data Centres, inside the meet me 
rooms and at the customer termination points, thus will be scalable for future by changing or replacing their own 
end equipment as they require.

The Network will be cleverly designed to incorporate multiple 2/4/7-way ducts as per picture below. This will 
enable the network to ensure scalability.

As an example; a single 7-way duct can provide 96 fibre pairs x 100GiG x 8. Additional to this capacity each pair 
can be split 250 times with current splitters. The demand for global communication such as voice, data, cable, 
satellite and other related instances is only on the forefront of a global revolution. Africa has only recently been 
introduced into this exploding industry by connecting the
continent with undersea cables as an emerging market.

The Telecommunication Industry in South Africa is a very
lucrative investors market, considering all other economies,
the Telecommunication Industry in South Africa experience a
booming period on record turnovers and new subscriptions.
The internet market is growing at close to 50 percent per
annum and fibre optics is on everybody ‘s lips. Billions are
spent annually on fibre optic networks in South Africa while
trillions of dollars are spent globally.
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